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The Youth Coalition of the ACT acknowledges the Ngunnawal people as the traditional 
owners and continuing custodians of the lands of the ACT and we pay our respects to 
the Elders, families and ancestors.

We acknowledge that the effect of forced removal of Indigenous children from their 
families as well as past racist policies and actions continues today.

We acknowledge that the Indigenous people hold distinctive rights as the original 
people of modern day Australia including the right to a distinct status and culture,
self- determination and land. The Youth Coalition of the ACT celebrates Indigenous 
cultures and the invaluable contribution they make to our community.
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ABOUT THE 
ANNUAL 
YOGIE 
AWARDS 2021

AWARD CATEGORIES
ORGANISATION, SERVICE, PROGRAM AND PROJECT 
AWARDS

1. Outstanding Achievement in Youth Participation
2. Innovation in Service Delivery Award
3. Excellence in Implementation of Evidence Informed

Practice

INDIVIDUAL AWARDS

1. Outstanding Youth Worker
2. Youth Work Champion
3. Outstanding New Talent
4. Lifetime Achievement Award
5. Outstanding Contribution to Young People
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The Annual Yogie Awards (the Yogies) recognise, celebrate, 
promote and reward outstanding practice in working with 
young people in the ACT and surrounding area. They also 

highlight the exceptional commitment, talent and 
innovation that exist in the youth sector. In 2021, we are 

celebrating eighteen years of the Yogies.

The 2021 Yogies will be presented by Yvette Berry, MLA, 
Minister for Education and Youth Affairs. Awards are 

presented in 9 categories that recognise the work of groups 
and individuals, with young people, workers, individuals, 
programs and services invited to provide nominations.

A judging panel, comprised of a representative from the 
Youth Coalition; a representative from the Community 

Services Directorate; and a representative from the youth 
and community sector, determines the Award winners, with 
the exclusion of the Staff Acknowledgement Award (which 

is identified by the Youth Coalition staff team).

A commendation may be awarded when a nomination has 
been received that the judging panel believe deserves 

recognition. We invite you to get involved in promoting the 
great work of the ACT Youth Sector by sharing your 
comments and congratulations using #YOGIES2021
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This award recognises an organisation, service, program or project that 
has demonstrated an outstanding commitment to developing meaningful 
partnerships with young people. 

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN 
YOUTH PARTICIPATION

WINNER
GOT YOUR BACK
Got Your Back is a group for young people (aged 12-25) impacted by domestic and family 
violence (DFV). There are weekly sessions across multiple Canberra locations, and is a 
safe space for the young people to find support and connection, to have their voices 
heard, and to hear from other young people in similar situations. Led by the young people, 
they choose what they do and what they talk about, creating a free, voluntary and 
inclusive service.

Got Your Back has demonstrated outstanding commitment to developing meaningful 
partnerships with young people and has greatly benefited the participants. The groups 
are entirely focused on supporting the young people in the ways they want and need to be 
supported. The groups are held at youth centres across Canberra, after school hours, to 
make them as accessible as possible. Young people can be referred to the group through 
any channel (including self-referral) and there is no expectation, commitment or 
requirement needed. It is a safe space for young people to attend, engage with and 
withdraw from on their own terms.

The participants have the opportunity for regular input into what they do and don’t like 
about the group, topics they would like to discuss, activities they would like to have 
included and so forth, through weekly discussions, as well as quarterly evaluations. They 
are consulted on decisions that will impact the group (such as the introduction of a guest 
speaker) and are empowered to direct the group facilitators on how the group will 
function. The flow of sessions is the same each week in order to offer the young people 
stability and consistency – something that may be lacking in their lives outside of the 
group.

Got Your Back has provided young people impacted by DFV with a safe space to connect 
with peers, and trusted adults, who truly understand their experience. It belongs to the 
young people who take part, giving them a sense of power and autonomy, validating their 
experiences, and allowing their voices to be heard. For many, it is the only space that they 
can freely talk about their experience without fear of judgement, denial, minimisation, 
shame or exclusion; and where responses won’t exacerbate risk or cause further trauma
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This award recognises an organisation, service, program or project that has 
demonstrated exceptional “thinking outside the square” to create beneficial 
change for young people.

INNOVATION IN SERVICE
DELIVERY AWARD 

 
 
 
 

WINNER
YEANTA
YOUTH EMERGENCY ACCOMMODATION NETWORK 
TRANSITIONAL ACCOMMODATION
The YEANTA Transitional properties works to support young people to reach their full 
potential through providing secure and stable longer term accommodation. Oasis Youth 
Services (The Salvation Army) in partnership with Salvos Housing, and Canberra Youth 
Residential Services (CYRS) established the Transitional Accommodation Program for 
young people aged 16 to 25 years. Currently this receives no funding, yet they have come 
up with innovative solutions in order to provide the program.

Currently in the ACT there is a lack of exit options for young people living in crisis 
accommodation. The YEAN together with Salvation Army property group identified 3 four 
bedroom properties owned by the Salvation army that could be used for the program.

In the program young people will be encouraged to:
• Develop goals that work towards and promote longer term accommodation options
• Build on current capacities as they relate to independent living and life skill development
• Identify current barriers that exist that reduce their ability to achieve maximum self-

reliance
• Feel empowered through autonomy of choice and decision making
• Maintain current employment and education pursuits
• Improve / Maintain physical and mental health status
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
CANBERRA PCYC’S CRUISIN’ CAFE
Canberra PCYC’s Cruisin’ Cafe is a social enterprise designed to give vulnerable young 
people supported employment opportunities. Often, vulnerable young people have low 
social capital, which leads to low employability qualities and (without some form of 
intervention) can lead to long-term un-employment and generational poverty. The 
Canberra PCYC Cruisin’ Cafe program trains young people in hospitality, helps participants 
acquire hospitality qualifications, and employs participants in meaningful work, all while 
supporting participants manage other co-morbidities through case management.

Canberra PCYC has used seed funding to grow a sustainable program and business. 
Rather than relying on ongoing funding from government or philanthropic funds, the 
Canberra PCYC Criusin’ Cafe is a self-sustaining program, utilising profits from cafe sales 
to go back into perpetuating the employment program.

The Cruisin’ Cafe was born out of a gap analysis based on employment of vulnerable young 
people. Canberra PCYC had participants complete other 6-month personal development 
programs where they gained self-esteem, self-belief and gained employment in the 
private sector. However, participants often could not maintain their employment when 
PCYC support ended, putting them back into a cycle of poverty, homelessness, self-
disbelief and reliance on welfare. The Cruisin’ Cafe allows young people to gain meaningful 
skills, earn money, increase their social capital and their financial capital while staying 
supported and connected to an agency that understands crisis and participants can 
continue to work on other co-morbidities.

Cruisin’ Cafe works with Salvation Army Employment Plus Program and a number of local 
and regional businesses to ensure there is sufficient training and opportunities to run the 
cafes. To date, the young people who have been on the program have all been able to 
increase social capital with a proven increase in internal and external assets, an increase 
in financial capital, and they have been supported to keep their jobs while being mentored 
through crises dealing with health issues, mental health issues, housing breakdowns, high 
conflict, and drug and alcohol misuse.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
GUNNER PLACE GUNGAHLIN
Gunners Place is a new Youth Drop In Space which has been established in the Market 
Place Gungahlin. Run in collaboration between Barnardos Australia, Northside Community 
Services and Multicultural Hub Canberra, Gunners Place provides a centrally located safe 
space for the young people of Gungahlin to drop in and access supports and information.

For many years it has been acknowledged that Gungahlin required a safe and inclusive 
space for the young people in the region to have easy access to. A number of drop in type 
programs have been trialed in some of the local schools and colleges, but there have been 
difficulties with transport links and access issues which excluded many young people.

The collaboration between Barnardos, Northside and Multicultural Hub has created a safe 
which is centrally located close to transport links and which is accessible not just for 
young people but also other community groups who can utilise the space when not being 
used for youth drop in. The young people have been actively involved in the set up of the 
site from day one and it has allowed a range of services such as Messengers to bring their 
services to the area for the benefit of the local young people.

The service has created strong links with the schools and colleges, local business 
chamber and the local public representatives and ongoing consultation with these groups 
has involved active participation and contribution from the young people. This has created 
and fostered an sense of empowerment and self advocacy within the local youth 
community and led to a sense of ownership over the program from the young people. 
Liaising and working with the real estate agent to utilise a hard to lease site has allowed 
the program to offer a safe space for young people from which data, outcomes and 
experiences can be utilised to advocate with Government for a more permanent long term 
solution to best meet the needs of the young people in Gungahlin.
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This award recognises an organisation, service, program or project that has 
implemented practice or policies which have been informed by evidence 
and/or evaluation leading to the improvement of practice with young people.

EXCELLENCE IN IMPLEMENTATION 
OF EVIDENCE INFORMED PRACTICE

WINNER
ACT RAISE THE AGE COALITION
The ACT Raise the Age Coalition is a group of community sector services, peaks and legal 
and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander organisations that came together to push for 
raising the age of criminal responsibility in the ACT. The Coalition was convinced by the 
existing evidence and from their experience that young people who are at risk of offending 
at a young age often experience multiple health and mental health challenges, often with 
significant underlying trauma and disability. Criminalising young people often exacerbates 
these issues.

Meeting regularly the group was able to develop shared arguments for why the ACT should 
raise the minimum age of criminal responsibility. They also developed key ideas for how 
this reform provides an opportunity to avoid criminalising young children with complex 
needs and entrenching them in the youth justice system at an early age. They also worked 
together to consider more effective responses to meeting children and young people’s 
needs in the community.

This is an excellent example of how collaboration becomes the driving force behind a 
community movement or initiative for change - such as the reform for raising the age. The 
Coalition worked constructively with the government to shape alternative responses and 
also advocated for service system changes to better meet the needs of young people and 
their families across the ACT.

The reform to raise the age of criminal responsibility provides an opportunity for the 
community and legal sectors to work together to address the crisis levels of 
overrepresentation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander children within the justice 
system. The ACT Raise the Age Coalition has demonstrated that different perspectives 
and skills are required to influence and tackle complex problems.
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This award recognises an individual youth worker, youth work trainee or 
volunteer who is new to the ACT Youth Sector, but has demonstrated an 
outstanding commitment to improving the wellbeing of young people.

OUTSTANDING NEW TALENT
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WINNER
TAYLOR JACKSON
Taylor is a new Youth Worker with the Junction Youth Health Service. Taylor’s role 
includes crisis support, outreach, case management, group facilitation, and social 
support. This work is fast-paced and always unique to each specific young person’s needs. 
As this is Taylor’s first role as a Youth Worker she has had to learn fast and continues to 
achieve above and beyond expectations and demonstrates an inspirational amount of 
drive to see better outcomes for young people.

Taylor has been a Youth Worker for just under 18 months and is on an incredible trajectory! 
She has a compassionate, driven, enthusiastic and practical approach to youth work. 
While she is still so new to the field, she is obviously a natural, and has already commenced 
a Graduate Certificate to further develop her skills and information.

Taylor has stepped up to embrace our new case management framework working with 
young people facing complex issues. Two young people who have come to us in the last 
year experiencing homelessness had Taylor step up and advocate on their behalf – neither 
young person had to spend even one night on the streets thanks to Taylor’s efforts 
coordinating with multiple crisis services, and even transporting young people to where 
they could stay safely.

Taylor helped create The Junction’s new Social Groups, and her enthusiasm for art has 
helped build a community of young artists. Taylor’s vision for a giant collaborative canvas 
was a beautiful project of inclusion and diversity. Taylor also coordinates our Interview 
Friends program where over 20 volunteers provide support young people in police 
custody, and Taylor even volunteers for that program herself outside work hours.

Throughout lockdown, Taylor’s passion for our work was a bright light to the team. She is 
often video-chatting with young people; learning origami with them, playing uno, and 
providing case management online. Taylor engages young people wherever they are, with 
an individual approach, and is an expert at getting around or removing barriers – she has 
arranged to meet clients at their school if they can’t get to us, she will take them out for a 
walk, chat with them on the phone, or go out to meet young people at refuges.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
SASHA BEATTIE
During Sasha’s short eight months since joining the youth sector, her unique skillset in 
visual arts, music, and tutoring has allowed her to continuously develop and facilitate 
opportunities for young people to gain skills, increase self-efficacy and develop 
creatively. Sasha advocates for young people to reach their fullest potential and will go 
above and beyond to support them to discover and reach their goals. Sasha’s empathy 
and passion, as well as skills and knowledge are one of a youth worker beyond her years. 
She is an asset to her team at YWCA Canberra and is constantly impressing her 
colleagues with the ease of which youth work comes to her.

From day one of her work in the Youth sector, Sasha hit the ground running, constantly 
assessing gaps in service delivery, and looking for ways to innovate, network, and gain 
experience. She has used her diverse skillset to individually support young people in 
several areas, including song writing, music production, vocal coaching, audio-book 
recording, video, photo, visual art, makeup artistry, and cooking projects.

Sasha developed and facilitated an in-school art drop-in program where young people 
who were isolated during break times could connect with YWCA Canberra youth service 
and learn new fine art skills with materials they otherwise wouldn’t have access to. Sasha 
also delivered a cooking life-skills program after learning that young people in our drop-in 
had never cooked a meal before and frequently went without cooked meals at home. 
Sasha also developed the Lockdown Lens photography program with the Woden School 
during lockdown to develop the self-efficacy of young people who were rarely celebrated. 
Their work was showcased in an online social media exhibition. To support the delivery of 
these programs and others, Sasha has built new networks with several businesses 
including the ANU Maker-Space, Three Mills Bakery, and Mynx Beaute.

Sasha’s commitment to young people was especially evident when engaging with a young 
Canberran LGBTIQA+ band to develop their skills in recording original music. Sasha 
implemented vocal support techniques with one member experiencing gender dysphoria 
about their voice, resulting in their increased confidence signing with a tone that 
affirmed their gender identity. Through their time engaged in the program, the band built 
the confidence to enter a talent show, pursue busking, and apply for a YouthInterACT 
Grant toward an LGBTIQA+ band night. Sasha also advocated for funding to provide the 
centre with the musical equipment needed for rehearsing and performing.

Sasha is always looking for opportunities to participate in training and professionally 
develop. She has sought out and completed training in Alcohol and Other Drugs, Mental 
Health First Aid, and body-image. She has also completed suggested training in 
Accidental Counsellor, Casework Framework, Trauma Informed Practice, and LGBTIQA+.
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This award recognises an outstanding individual who works hard, often 
‘behind the scenes’, to support young people or the youth sector.

OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTION TO 
YOUNG PEOPLE AWARD
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WINNER
DR LOUISE STONE
Dr Louise Stone is a General Practitioner who has worked at The Junction Youth Health 
Service for about one year. In her role at The Junction she provides specialised mental 
health support for vulnerable young people. Dr Louise has a wealth of knowledge, 
experience and passion that she shares with our service and clients. She is a member of 
the ACT Medical Board, the Deputy Chair of the ACT Health ethics committee, and is a
member of the GP Mental Health Standards Collaboration. Vulnerable young people 
coming to the Junction benefit not only from Louise’s professional skills, but also her 
warm and empathetic approach to healthcare.

Dr Louise Stone (MBBS BA GDFamMed MPH MQHR PhD FRACGP FACRRM) is a GP who has 
been working at The Junction Youth Health Service for about a year. Dr Louise has an 
incredible wealth of knowledge and experience in the medical field, and a particular 
passion and focus on mental health. In her time at The Junction, Louise has consistently
demonstrated how well she understands the complex and intersectional issues of mental 
health, physical health, and life circumstances that young people face. Louise is well 
known for allowing the space and time in a consult to let a young person express 
themselves and to ask their questions. She understands the barriers that young people 
face in accessing mental health support, and the many complicated ways that mental 
health can impact a person’s overall wellbeing.

Young people say Louise regularly focuses on how she takes the time to listen to their 
experiences and point of view before creating a plan forward. Louise clearly understands 
that there is no “one size fits all” approach to wellbeing. Louise always seeks collaboration 
with the Youth Worker team at The Junction to provide more wholistic support for her 
clients. She provides health education to young people and also with the youth team.

Louise has a knack for making young people feel safe, understood, validated, and 
supported during a consult. She really cares about health and wellbeing, and has a fierce 
passion for systemic change behind the scenes. As a General Practitioner, an educator 
and an advocate, Dr Louise continues to make outstanding contributions to young people.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
JAHIN TANVIR
Jahin Tanvir is a 21-year-old first-generation Asian-Muslim migrant, keynote speaker, 
author, and multicultural youth advocate. With a penchant for being multifaceted, Jahin 
has volunteered at several youth-led multicultural organisations to champion diversity, 
inclusion and to eradicate racism. He also leads a team of volunteers in running Echo 
Chamber Escape, a diversity-first publication that champions multicultural individuals 
around Australia to inspire the younger generations. Jahin is also a young media 
spokesperson trained by the Economic Media Centre as part of the Centre for Australian 
Progress, providing regular media comments on multicultural people’s experiences in 
Australian communities.

With Youth Action and Every Child Alliance, Jahin is volunteering to improve health 
literacy of young people from Indigenous, migrant and refugee backgrounds. The focus is 
on developing seminars and courses free of charge that improve communication skills so 
that young people are able to access their healthcare services such as GPs and 
psychologists without the pressing obstacle of cultural and linguistic issues they face 
today (taboos, stigmas and fear to name a few).

With Headspace Canberra, Jahin travels to different schools in the ACT and NSW and talk 
about mental health strategies that school students can implement based on managing 
stress, anxiety and going to school during an uncertain period of COVID-19. Jahin also 
volunteered as a Community Engagement Officer for the ACT at Oaktree, Australia’s 
largest youth-led organisation. His role entailed him to implement campaigning actions 
such as recruiting young people of colour to become involved in Oaktree’s leadership 
programs, giving them opportunities to take action and to deeply engage with fundraising 
and ultimately helping raise money for Live Below the Line, a campaign helps Australians 
take action on poverty and injustice.

Jahin is also a young volunteer for the Canberra Blind Society, a commitment that aligns 
with his goal of becoming an Optometrist. Short term wise, it is to help aid elderly citizens 
in Canberra’s North with their needs to communicate when they are visually impaired.
As well as that, Jahin is also a Youth Ambassador for Multicultural Youth Advocacy 
Network, the only young leader representing the ACT region, and was a Youth Advocate 
for World Vision fundraising in the ACT – both commitments driving advocacy and 
fundraising in multicultural space for young people and discussing the possibilities of 
making young people powerful change agents.
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This award recognises an individual youth worker who has demonstrated 
their exceptional commitment to supporting young people through their 
ethical, participatory, and strength-based practice

OUTSTANDING YOUTH WORKER
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WINNER
LUKE FERGUSON
Luke Ferguson is a youth support worker at the Woden School, a school that caters for the 
functional needs of students with disabilities. Luke works to break down barriers, remove 
stigma and enhance the self-esteem of young people with disability.

Recently, Luke won ‘ACT Local Hero 2022’ as part of the Australian of the Year Awards as 
well as also winning the ‘Excellence in Support Work’ award at the 2019 Chief Minister’s 
Inclusion for his work establishing ‘Party Down Productions’.

Party Down Productions, established in 2019, is an inclusive music program run by young 
people disabilities aged 12 - 18 yrs. Luke has used the power of music to break down 
barriers, remove stigma and enhance self esteem of young people with disability, shifting 
the focus to their innate ability to spark joy in the lives of those around them.

Luke helped write the music-video ‘Labels Don’t Define Us’ with the students - the song, an 
empowering anthem about accepting diversity, won first prize in the 2019 ‘Focus On Ability 
Film Festival’ School Documentary category. The video went viral internationally and was 
shared by the United Nations on their Social Development Network website in Washington.

This year Luke was the Youth Work co-ordinator for the YWCA Canberra Computer 
Clubhouse, a program that delivers better socio-economic outcomes for the Tuggeranong 
community and better STEAM employment outcomes for women and young people from 
culturally diverse backgrounds. For NAIDOC Week 2020 Luke produced a music-video with 
the Clubhouse students, ‘Nidja Noongar Boodja Koort - Walking Together, Acknowledging 
Country’, a recording of Aunty Honey Webb’s inclusive song - it featured students from 
seven schools across Australia, including three specialist ACT schools. It was shared 
online far and wide.

During Youth Week this year Luke produced an audio-book for a young author with 
Aspergers (referred to him by the AFP) - the United Nations Information Centre presented 
the young girl at her audio-book launch with an Award for Outstanding Achievement.
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HIGHLY COMMENDED
NIAMH O’CONNOR
Niamh works for Relationships Australia Canberra & Region, as the coordinator and 
facilitator of Got Your Back – a group for young people (aged 12-25) impacted by domestic 
and family violence (DFV).

As well as planning and facilitating the group sessions, Niamh offers one-on-one support 
to the young people who attend, as well as to other young people impacted by DFV. This 
support includes safety planning; referrals; advocacy; applying for financial, safe housing 
or other aid; and liaising with schools, parents, youth workers, medical professionals, 
crisis services, legal services, CYPS, police and other stakeholders on behalf of the young 
people.

The work Niamh has put in to developing, implementing and running Got Your Back, as 
well as supporting all the young people she has engaged with through the program, is 
nothing short of amazing.

She developed Got Your Back from scratch, as there was nothing of its kind in Canberra 
for young people in this age bracket. The program is special because its creation and 
facilitation are shaped by the voices of young Canberrans, based on the ‘Now You’ve 
Heard Me, What Will You Do?’ report. She ensured that each of the insights highlighted in 
the report were represented in the design of the group, so that it provides the young 
people with the support that they want and need, in a safe and inclusive environment.

Since starting the first group in November 2021, Niamh has since established two more 
groups, with a fourth due to start in 2022. She runs each group weekly (co-facilitating 
with a different youth worker at each site), including throughout the recent lockdown 
period, when the groups went online and included daily text message check-ins with each 
young person.

I’ve had the privilege of learning from and working alongside Niamh for the past six 
months, as a social work placement student. She goes above and beyond for the young 
people she works with and has their safety and best interests first and foremost in any 
decision making or action taken. She has a deep understanding of the nuances of DFV, 
and the impacts that it can have on young people, and so provides support in an 
appropriate and powerful way. As the parent of young people impacted by DFV myself, it 
is encouraging and reassuring to see someone like Niamh working with our young people 
to support them through something so incredibly difficult.
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This award recognises an individual youth worker who excels in three 
areas of youth work - excellence in supporting young people, commitment 
to developing and improving their individual practice, and supporting and 
advancing the work of the youth sector.

YOUTH WORK CHAMPION

 
 
 

 

WINNER
ZAKIA PATEL
Zakia is the regional managing director of the Multicultural Hub Canberra & Regional NSW, 
managing multiple teams and supporting young people at M.Hub in Civic. She is a strong, 
caring youth worker and leader, with an ability to make young people feel comfortable to 
express their needs and views, especially when facing cultural barriers which can be 
difficult to navigate.

Zakia is a member of the Multicultural Youth Affairs Network, leading discussions and 
advocating to ensure CALD young people have their needs met, as well as the Youth 
Worker Practice Network Advisory Group, who are currently reviving the Youth Work Code 
of Ethics and ensuring youth workers receive the training and support they need.

Zakia has a unique ability to connect with young people from a wide variety of cultural 
backgrounds. She understands the many challenges that are faced by young people and 
their families who are newly arrived to Canberra, or first and second generations, and she 
role models inclusiveness and non-judgemental youth and family work to the young people 
and families who access her service, as well as her team. Zakia always has a smile for 
young people, making them feel welcome and safe. She fosters trust – in herself, her team, 
and the sector– through clear communication and a willingness to always listen and build 
understanding.

Her work and programs are evidence informed - based on research, consultation with the 
communities who engage with her service, and the experience of the other youth and 
community workers around her. Throughout COVID she ensured that her and her staff had 
the information and tools they needed to ensure vulnerable young people and families 
remained connected to their communities.

Zakia makes an incredible contribution to the youth sector, going above and beyond her 
role. She is a member of the CYFSP workforce development committee, which identifies 
and addresses training needs and gaps in the youth and family sector. Through MYAN she 
is a strong voice and advocate for the needs of the multicultural youth sector.
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This award recognises an outstanding individual who has consistently 
demonstrated a commitment to supporting and improving the wellbeing of 
young people in the ACT, over a number of years.

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT
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WINNER
NICOLE TOWNSEND
Nicole has almost 30 years experience working in the ACT Youth Sector and is currently 
the coordinator of Canberra Youth Residential Service (CYRS) which provides young 
people in the ACT with Crisis Accommodation and Support. Nicole has held this position 
for the past 12 years. Nicole’s previous roles include working at Belconnen Youth Centre, 
Civic Youth Centre, and Gungahlin Regional Community Services. Not only is Nicole a 
Youth Sector Worker she is also a teacher of Youth Work at the CIT and has been for the 
past 11 years. Nicole is able to share her wealth of knowledge, skills and expertise to 
upcoming sector workers. Nicole is a strong advocate for young people in the ACT and is 
involved in many working groups, attends forums and liaises with government agencies 
on sector improvements and development.

Nicole is very well known in the Youth Sector. She is respected by many of her peers and 
is known as one of the “OG’S” (Originals) of the ACT Youth Sector. Nicole has continued to 
devote her career in being a voice to the young people of Canberra. One of Nicole’s career 
achievements was in the late 1990’s securing funding for The Warehouse Club which was 
an after school Care and Vacation Care Program for young people with Mild to Moderate 
Intellectual Disabilities. The program was based in a mainstream youth centre setting 
were everyone felt inclusive. The success of The Warehouse Club enabled the Belconnen 
Youth Centre to secure funding for the Links For Life Program which provided a life skills 
program for young people who had mild intellectual disabilities. Another career 
achievement was being able to support the Bit Bent program with a safe environment. 
The program was first established when some members of the community came and 
spoke with Nicole about the lack of support groups available for young people from the 
LGTBIQ+ community.

Being coordinator of a service that is open 24 hours a day 365 days a year can be 
challenging but Nicole has remained devoted in providing an outstanding service to 
homeless youth. Her staff say she is an excellent manager great sense of humor, but has 
also been a mentor to countless people in the youth sector. Nicole is very deserving of 
being recognised for her commitment and dedication to changing the lives of young 
people in the Canberra.
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This award is selected by the Youth Coalition staff team, and acknowledges 
an individual or group who have significantly contributed to young people 
in the ACT, the youth sector, and the work of the Youth Coalition of the ACT.

YOUTH COALITION STAFF
ACKNOWLEDGMENT AWARD
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WINNER
MORGAN EDDEY
Currently the project manager for the Safe and Connected Youth Integrated Service 
Response, Morgan has worked in the Community Services Directorate since 2007. In that 
time, she has worked in a number of teams and in diverse roles, from relationship 
management through to high-level strategy and project leadership roles. Commencing in 
Child and Youth Protection Services, she has worked in a number of roles since then, 
including as a relationship manager of the Children, Youth and Family Services and 
Children Services Programs, where she developed strong relationships with community 
sector partners. Morgan has also worked in the Industry Development team on the 
development of the approach to commissioning, and has been a member of the Family 
Safety team.

In all of these roles she has embodied the values that the YOGIES celebrate, and has time 
and time again demonstrated her genuine commitment to making a difference in the lives 
of young people, their families and the community more broadly. Morgan is well known 
across both government and the community sector for her warm, caring, and positive 
attitude. Anyone who has worked with Morgan will be sure to tell you about her incredible 
willingness to help out, teach and support others, even if it means staying back or pausing 
her own work. She is someone who always has time for others and truly values the people 
around her.

Morgan embodies the spirit of collaboration and respectful partnerships, and through her 
work has created stronger, more open and fulfilling relationships between the community 
sector and government. This has enabled the government and community sector to work 
closer together, to support so many members of our community.



The Annual YOGIE Awards are a Youth 
Coalition of the ACT initiative, proudly 

supported by the ACT Government 
Community Services Directorate.




